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INTRODUCTION
Mollard Property Group are specialists in childcare centre design, development and
acquisitions. Our childcare centre projects have reduced risks and quicker time frames,
resulting in successful outcomes. We truly understand the business of childcare, how to
identify property that is most suitable for this sector, how to design a centre to achieve
Development Approvals efficiently, and most importantly, how to build a childcare
centre cost-effectively.
Mollard Property Group have been proudly responsible for creating over 2,900 childcare
centre places across Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane and Tasmania, over the past seven
years. Our team provides over 80 years of combined expertise covering every facet of the
property development process.
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SITE SUITABILITY
ANALYSIS
WE ARE LEADERS IN SITE SEARCH AND
IDENTIFICATION. WE UNDERTAKE AN IN-DEPTH
SITE SUITABILITY ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE
IF A SITE IS SUITABLE FOR ANY SOCIAL
INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT.
We provide a detailed assessment of planning
requirements, sites metrics, industry competition
(supply and demand), socio-economic studies,
demographic future forecasting, proposed concept
summary and f inancial feasibility – all for social
inf rastructure uses on any site.
Our assessment and analysis allow our clients to
make an informed decision about the highest and
best development option quickly – perfect for the
due diligence process.
Each report is tailor-made and can be completed
within 10 business days. By working with Mollard
Property Group, your projects will have reduced risks
and quicker time f rames, resulting in a successful
outcome.
We consider every facet of the proposed usage of
the site, and the location that supports it. Unlike
most reports, our supply and demand catchment
area considerations are always site-specif ic and
include detailed insights into the chosen location,
development appraisals by visiting sites and liaising
with external consultants to seek preliminary advice.
Our demographic analysis is extensive, it includes a
forecast for business activity considered along with
current and future trends.

EACH REPORT CAN INCLUDE
THE FOLLOWING KEY INFORMATION:
DETAILED QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF INDUSTRY COMPETITION
THE CURRENT POPULATION, DEMOGRAPHIC ESTIMATES FORECASTING
SUBURB PROFILE
SITE ACCESS AND TRAFFIC ANALYSIS
DEVELOPMENTS OCCURRING WITHIN THE IMMEDIATE SURROUNDS
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT AREAS, TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE COUNCIL’S 			
REQUIREMENTS INCLUDING SETBACKS, BUILDING HEIGHT, CAR PARKING ETC.
PROPOSED ARCHITECT PRELIMINARY CONCEPT DESIGN, CREATIVE RENDER/FAÇADE
DEVELOPMENT’S FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
PROFIT MARGIN CALCULATION

And so much more…
MOLLARD PROPERTY GROUP
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CHILDCARE MODELLING
AND LEASING
The childcare sector is a highly regulated and specialist
f ield, many Developers fail to determine whether a site is
appropriate for a childcare centre development, and apply
residential knowledge to maximise the site, disregarding
the operator’s unique requirements. Many projects with
development approvals are abandoned simply due to the
lack of understanding and expertise in the childcare sector.
Since 2014, Mollard Property Group have been proudly
responsible for creating over 2,900 childcare centre places
across Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane and Tasmania. We
are dedicated specialist consultants that truly understand
childcare centre design and development.
Our Childcare Modelling & Leasing services assist Developers
in establishing or reviving a childcare development project
by creating an attractive leasing package to operators. Our
extensive knowledge and experience in the childcare sector
allow us to undertake in-depth market analysis to ensure the
development is appropriate for the location and the operator.
We design compliant and attractive floor plans and façade to
the Operator’s specif ications.
We have a substantial nationwide database and mandates
f rom high-quality national childcare tenants to promote a
truly unique leasing opportunity.
LE ASED IN
UNDER 2 WEEKS

Our Childcare Modelling & Leasing services is a full package aiming to reduce
developmental risks by creating the right design and securing high-quality tenant
upf ront, which include:
Review of existing childcare plans and development approvals to
reconsider site’s potential
Detailed assessment to establish project parameters,
including an appropriate centre size and built form
Feasibility concept and façade design
Exclusive marketing campaign to our extensive operator database

LE ASED IN
UNDER 3 WEEKS

UNDER
OFFER

RECENTLY
LEASED
CHILDCARE
CENTRES
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PROPERTY
ACQUISITION
Our Property Acquisition Services go well
beyond site identif ication. Dedicated f rom initial
search and detailed due diligence to negotiation.
Our prime objective in a property acquisition is
to uncover elusive assets in the right location
that achieves our client’s f inancial objectives;
and we take great pride in getting this right.

Once a site has been identif ied, we provide
our clients with a comprehensive
Opportunity Snapshot or Discussion Paper
outlining a full acquisition opportunity analysis.
Our Discussion Papers include the
key decision-making information:

We work with our clients to establish their
acquisition mandates and objectives. Once
established, our team can focus on sourcing sites
that we know are within our client’s acquisition
criteria.

Location analysis

For Developer clients who are seeking a
tenant for a Childcare centre development
on our identif ied site, we will also present the
opportunity to operators to seek expression of
interest.

Proposed development opportunity

Acquisition terms
Town Planning summary
Demographic analysis and forecasting
OUR KEY OBJECTIVE:

Construction cost estimate
Financial feasibility
(expense and income schedules)
We do not present an opportunity to our clients
until it is fully considered. We analyse a site and
its potential against location, town planning,
demographics and f inancial criteria and critically,
we manage the negotiations with the vendor to
ensure the site can be successfully secured.

Our comprehensive database and exclusive
mandates f rom high-quality national childcare
tenants often facilitate the discussion of a Heads
of Agreement with prospective tenants as
early as the due diligence period, signif icantly
minimising town planning and f inancial risks.

Is to negotiate terms and secure sites
on behalf of our clients and assist with
the Due Diligence to ensure the venture
is de-risked prior to committing to
the property. Whether it be securing
a tenant, architectural concept plans,
pre-application meetings with council,
construction cost estimates, expert
consultant advice or more.
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PROPERTY
LEASING
Mollard Property Group are renowned for creating and securing specialist
childcare lease opportunities for our clients. We are specialists in sourcing unique
sites for childcare developments and creating leasing opportunities tailored to
our client’s objectives, whether it be the conversion of an existing building or a
brand-new building.
Childcare is a highly specialist area, we understand the importance of a
strategically placed centre in a demand-driven location with good exposure and
safe access, as well as the appropriate number of storeys and proposed childcare
places. We undertake in-depth analysis on the site location, access, market
competition, planning requirements and feasibility to propose a suitable and
compliant childcare centre development with the operator’s requirements in
mind.
We bridge the gap between tenants and landlords by successfully managing
each step of the leasing and development process. We advise and facilitate lease
negotiations (such as annual rental, rental reviews, lease incentives, lease term
and options etc) to ensure all parties are secure.
We work with our clients to establish their leasing mandates and objectives.
Once established, our team can focus on sourcing sites that we know are within
our client’s leasing criteria.
DEPENDING ON OUR CLIENT’S PREFERENCE, WE CAN OFFER ANY OF THE
FOLLOWING LEASE STRUCTURES:
TYPICAL LEASE

TURN-KEY LEASE

GROUND LEASE

We focus on our client’s leasing mandates and objectives, to ensure we secure
opportunities in appropriate and/or demand-driven locations.
Where required, Mollard Property Group have a number of experienced developer
and investor clients who are willing and able to undertake a development. We
are able to create this partnership as early as site identif ication, as we believe
it is essential for tenants to be involved in the project’s early stages to ensure
it is completed in accordance with the tenants unique operational, design and
functional requirements.

Identifying suitable sites requires a multifaceted approach
f rom our team, including extracting information f rom our
extensive database, drive-by’s, electronic search, ownership
investigations and the utilisation of our strong long-standing
relationships with agents, consultants and other industry
experts.
Our in-depth local knowledge combined with our research
and analytics team allows us to uncover opportunities
and fully analyse them to ensure our client’s mandate and
objectives are being met.
OUR KEY OBJECTIVE:
We allow our clients to focus on the operation of their
business, while we provide unique and competitivelylocated lease opportunities to allow our client’s business to
successfully grow.

MOLLARD PROPERTY GROUP
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CENTRE DESIGN &
DESIGN MANAGEMENT

THE RIGHT LOCATION COMBINED WITH INNOVATIVE
DESIGN EXCELLENCE IS BECOMING INCREASINGLY
IMPORTANT IN CHILDCARE CENTRE DEVELOPMENT.
In today’s competitive market, a new Childcare centre
must stand out, be safe and be immediately inviting.
They need to be fun, dynamic, fully compliant with
functional spaces in order to maximise occupancy rates
and daily fees, and in turn rental income.
At Mollard Property Group, we are committed to
achieving successful development outcomes for our
clients. We understand the critical balance between
design and construction costs and are experts in
balancing the needs of the developer, proprietor,
operator, council, parent, carer and, most importantly
the child.

Our centre design and design management
services include:
Feasibility concept design
Façade design
Concept design
Pre-application meeting plans
Town planning application drawings
Tender/construction costing drawings
Building permit application drawings

Our Centre Design and Design Management
services oversee the design requirements for the
full development cycle to ensure town planning and
service approval compliance.
FIRST IMPRESSIONS COUNT…
Whether you are a developer wanting to attract quality
tenants, or an operator trying to capture the attention
of parents and children, we can assist in maximising
the success of your project with an eff icient, compliant
floor plan with architectural merit.

MOLLARD PROPERTY GROUP
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INTERIOR DESIGN
& SPECIFICATIONS

CHILDCARE CENTRES ARE NOT ORDINARY
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS.
We integrate sustainable design and contemporary tactile
materials to produce exceptional outcomes that deliver a point
of difference in the marketplace.
Whether you are building a new centre or renovating an
existing centre, our Interior Design and Specif ications services
offer childcare centre operators a unique opportunity to create
or reinvigorate their centre with clever, exciting and high
quality interior design concepts.

Stunning interior designs combined
with functional floor plans produce a more
productive and happier environment.

COLORBOND
VEGGIE
GARDEN BEDS

TIMBER
LOG
EDGE
SANDPIT

TIMBER
NEST
SWING

RUBBER
SOFTFALL
RACETRACK

MOUNDED
L AWN WITH
SLIDE

TIMBER
PERGOL A WITH
SHADE SAIL

TIMBER
PL ATFORM
WITH SLIDE

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS:
Ensuring the safety of children at all times
Making certain that all outside and inside areas
are safe and secure.
Promoting a happy and healthy environment
where all children feel safe and included.
Create a stimulating learning environment
Provide age-appropriate activities that
encourage creativity
Provide physical stimulation to support motor skills
and muscle development
MOLLARD PROPERTY GROUP
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DEVELOPMENT
MANAGEMENT
THE MPG TEAM PROVIDES A COMPLETE DEVELOPMENT
MANAGEMENT SERVICE. WE GIVE OUR CLIENTS PEACE OF MIND
THAT THEIR PROJECTS ARE BEING CONTROLLED AND DELIVERED
ON SCHEDULE BY A SPECIALIST TEAM.
From concept stage through to obtaining town planning and
development approvals, our Development Management Services
are in-depth, we recognise that targets and parameters set at
the beginning of a project are critical to its success, and our
Development Management team provide an in-depth service and
include considerations for:
CONSTRUCTION AND BUILD-ABILITY
Our experience dealing with different Councils and different
regulations across a multitude of projects gives our team the
ability to work practically through any challenges and maximise
any opportunities. We pride ourselves on accurate and f requent
reporting and always maintain open lines of communication.

OPERATOR AND/OR TENANT REQUIREMENTS
MEETINGS AND NEGOTIATIONS WITH COUNCIL
MANAGEMENT OF PUBLIC ADVERTISING
MANAGEMENT OF CONSULTANTS

We strive to achieve the outcomes and
objectives that were established within the
Property Acquisition stages.

The key to a timely and successful development approval relies
on the management of the consultant team; such as Architect/
Designer, Town Planner, Traff ic Engineer, Acoustic Engineer,
Sustainability Engineer, Landscape Designer, Waste Engineer,
Environmental Consultants, Heritage Consultants etc.

OUR KEY OBJECTIVE:
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PRE-APPLICATION
MEETING

APPLICATION
PREPARATION

LODGE
COMPREHENSIVE
APPLICATION

POSTLODGEMENT

TOWN
PLANNING
PERMIT

TOWN PLANNING PERMIT/DEVELOPMENT APPROVAL PROCESS

To achieve timely town
planning and development
approvals for our clients, on
schedule and in accordance
with project and f inancial
objectives.
MOLLARD PROPERTY GROUP
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT OPEN BOOK BUILD
OUR PROJECT MANAGEMENT TEAM OF
EXPERTS PROVIDE A COMPREHENSIVE
SERVICE TO ENSURE ALL ASPECTS
OF CONSTRUCTION ARE MONITORED
AND CONTROLLED FROM TENDER
STAGE THROUGH TO CERTIFICATE OF
PRACTICAL COMPLETION.
We understand the critical importance of
construction projects being delivered on
time and on budget, and that our clients
want to be assured their projects are
being built by a licensed, reputable and
cost-effective construction company.
Our smart client portal available via your
browser or an APP on your phone or
device allows you to track the progress
of your project in real time with a click of
a button. Easily communicate with our
team with 24/7access. It’s that easy. Our
construction staff will update the build
progress with a daily log of progress,
photos and or videos to ensure clients are
always in the loop.

THE PROJECT
MANAGEMENT PROCESS:
Tender management,
coordination & analysis
Contract management
Building approval
Management of
construction program
Complete client representation
Management of builder
Cost management
Liaison with authorities
(eg. Council)
Management of consultants
Construction design
& documentation

OPEN BOOK BUILD
KEEPS YOU IN THE
LOOP WITH 24/7
ACCESS TO YOUR
PROJECT AT THE
TOUCH OF A BUTTON.
WHAT YOU CAN DO AT THE
TOUCH OF A BUTTON…

3 Access anywhere/anytime
3 Keep track of project f inancials
3 Instant variation approvals
3 Share your photo album with anyone - anywhere
3 Track your project status
3 Instant updates to schedules and important dates
3 Message your project manager direct
3 Get an instant response - no waiting

OUR KEY OBJECTIVE:
To give our clients peace
of mind that their projects
are expertly managed every
step of the way. The Project
Management process ensures
all aspects of construction are
analysed and controlled.
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CONSTRUCTION
DESIGN

BUILDER
COSTINGS

BUILDING
PERMIT

PROJECT &
CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT

COMPLETED
CHILDCARE
CENTRE
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LOGO DESIGN &
BRAND STRATEGY

FIRST IMPRESSIONS COUNT…
YOUR BRAND IS THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT
INVESTMENT YOU CAN MAKE FOR YOUR BUSINESS…
Our creative team, backed by over 20 years of design experience
are specialists in strategic brand design offering holistic solutions
tailored to the early learning sector.
We know it’s important to look the part when
attracting families but we understand just how
important your business prof ile is, especially
when you want to take on a lease and are
competing against multi-nationals.
Investors are looking for credible, trustworthy
companies to do business with. Your branding is
one of the f irst things they will see, and this will
start to form the basis of their impression of you,
their trust in you and whether they want to do
business with you.
Strong branding is the difference between
success and failure in a hyper-competitive
market, it’s never been more important to
have a professional brand that truly reflects
your business and sets you apart f rom your
competitors.

COMPANY PROFILE

A s t ro n g b ra n d
c a n ma ke even
t he s ma lles t o f
b us i n es s es
s t a n d t a ll.

A Company Prof ile is an essential
portfolio of your Childcare centres.
A well designed Company Prof ile
creates a professional f irst impression
and set’s you apart f rom your
competitor, most importantly
it is a vital platform in which
investors/landlords will assess you
as a potential long-term tenant or
introduce you as an owner-operator
to the bank or f inancial broker for
further funding.

Creating beautiful
brands with purpose.
Our Vision Is to create an authentic and aligned brand for your
early learning centre that represents who you are and reflects
your core values and personality that’s unique to your service.
MOLLARD PROPERTY GROUP
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EXCELLENCE IN CHILDCARE CENTRE DESIGN,
DEVELOPMENT & ACQUISITION

PH: (03) 9225 5254

INFO@MOLLARD.COM.AU

WWW.MOLLARD.COM. AU
FOLLOW US

MOLLARD PROPERTY GROUP
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